Proven reliability

Unrivaled purity in design, unmatched flexibility & effortless use. Together with PURELAB® Chorus & Quest, the PURELAB® Dispenser enables uninterrupted discovery.

Accuracy:
Flexible dispensing with unrivalled built in purity monitoring sensor
- Delivering proof of water purity
- Repeated volume dispensing
- Improving lab efficiency
- Reproducible results

Streamlined footprint:
- Maximized lab space
- Optimization of storage space
- Up to 4 dispensers per water purifier*

*Dependent on water purifier purchased.
Ultimate flexibility

Simple use and maintenance:
- Plug and Play installation with PURELAB® range
- Height adjustable, 180° rotating arm and flexible dispenser arm
- IPX7 rating dispenser handset with menu navigation
- Optional connection to point of use filtration

Efficient
- From precise drop by drop up to 2 litres per minute allowing for the right speed including calibration work
- Variable flow rate for easier filling of different sizes of labware
- Volumetric dispensing freeing you to continue working while water is being dispensed
- Profile & locked dispensing allowing you to choose your desired amount of water and prevent accidental flooding
Product Specifications

Intuitive dispenser handset

Multiple dispensing options

Point of use filter

Height adjustable button

Flexible dispensing arm

Dispatch weight: 7.7kg
Operational Weight: 4.5kg
Installation: Free-standing on a worktop or secured to a worktop using the mounting bracket provided. (See quick start guide for details)

Mains input
100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz
Power required
24 V DC
Power consumption
120 VA
Noise Output
dB(A) < 40

Inlet
8mm OD Tube
Return
8mm OD Tube
Flow bends
8mm (provided in the basic installation kit with the main product)

Dedicated to Discovery

ELGA is the worldwide specialist in the innovation, engineering, service & support of water purification systems. Unrivalled product designs have achieved international recognition and awards. Worldwide technical service teams support science & healthcare globally. Water treatment experts provide in-depth understanding of analytical techniques.

Hubgrade, ELGA’s digital platform, monitors equipment performance to ensure laboratory work continues uninterrupted.

A global supply chain supports clients from regional centres on every continent. ELGA is part of Veolia, the world’s largest environmental management organisation.

info@elgalabwater.com / www.elgalabwater.com

To find your nearest ELGA representative, go to www.elgalabwater.com and select your country for contact details.

Elga Global Operations Centre.
tel: +44 (0) 203 567 7300
fax: +44 (0) 203 567 7205